THE  STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE
Everything seems to be a source of enjoyment to him,
and I hardly know which to envy most—his amiable
disposition or his unrivalled talents. When I descend
from admiring him to think of myself, how I sicken at
the contrast! He is enthusiastic about poetry, and
admires Spenser as much as we do. You may remember
how cheap Francis appeared to hold us for this taste at
Woolbeding.1 He is not stout enough to disparage
Spenser as much as he did then, before Fox, but I
assure you his opinions upon this subject, as far as he
has ventured to express them, have gained him no
applause.
"The room we inhabit is the Library, where we
lounge over books or join in conversation as suits our
inclination. In this manner the morning, or the
greater part of it, passes, with perhaps a sauntering
walk in the pleasure ground, or the Tennis Court,
where Fox and Lord Robert generally play for an hour
or two. We dine at four, and generally walk out after
coffee, after which there is a Party of the good players,
from which I am excluded, at Whist, in a room which
opens into the Library, where the rest of the party
amuse themselves as in the morning. Supper is served
in another adjoining room about eleven, after which
we generally sit up pretty late."2
A few weeks before this Napoleon had won the battle
of Marengo.
While the Whig leaders were either elegantly trifling in
the country, or adopting obstructionist tactics in Parlia-
ment, Pitt was endeavouring to weather the storm. Like
many another British statesman at the beginning of a
1	Lord Robert Spencer's house, near Midhurst in Sussex.
2	Quoted by Trevelyan, G. M.: Lord Grey of the Reform Bill^ pp. 107-108
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